HELP US PUT UP MANGALORE’S BEST PET BOARDING AND RESCUE FACILITY
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Jim and Bill Pet Boarding Centre, which is a much-needed pet care center in Mangaluru, will provide a dedicated and extended care to pets when the owners are away and find difficulty in arranging a temporary stay with homely experience for their pets.
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Pets are the closest companions of humans, and we find ourselves emotionally attached to our furry friends for several reasons. So, we understand the need for a proper care to your pets when you happen to be away or travelling. We are here to help the pets as well as pet owners who worry about the safety and comfort of their pets when they need to work or travel, with Jim and Bill Pet boarding.
The dedicated team of pet lovers:

We are passionate about advancing the project - Jim and Bill Pet Boarding Centre. To provide for the needs of pet owners, our project would address the temporary stay and all its required facility through dedicated staff, who will provide quality services. The professional caretakers at our facility will provide safe, secure, and compassionate environment to pets. There will be no compromise in the quality of care, health, and comfort of your pets.

CHD Group is an Indian global health organization based in Mangalore. It is well established at national and international platforms with its contributions towards public health and cross sectoral areas. The Jim and Bill is the Pet Boarding center which will deliver a safe and trusted environment for pets. When the pets are with us, we make sure the owners are updated with their pet activities. To make this project a success, we request support from corporates, donors, animal lovers and each one of you.
Where your money goes?

The Jim and Bill Pet Boarding Center needs extended work plan with structured work and budget. Your contribution will directly impact:

- Creation of a boarding center benefiting pets and pet owners.
- Fencing and safety measures for aggressive and non-aggressive pets.
- Building resources such as kennel, play area, and health care needs of pets.
- Cutting edge security system for monitoring, ensuring safety and secure environment.
- Professional staff with quality care and attention.
- Healthy Food, regular check-ups, and activities for our furry friends.

How can you help:

- **Donate**: Every contribution, no matter the size, brings us closer to our goal. Your generosity will make a difference in the lives of countless pets and their families. Your support is crucial in building an all-inclusive world class standard Pet boarding facility to achieve our mission.
- **Spread the word**: Share our campaign with your friends, family, and pet lovers. Let us create a community that believes in providing the best for our pet.